
Award-winning book seeks  
adventurous reader not afraid of ghosts 

Heartfelt & compelling contemporary  

story seeks reader who is not afraid to 

get in touch with their emotions  

If I Stay –Gayle Forman 

The Graveyard Book—Neil Gaiman 



Fast-paced, heartfelt  

contemporary novel seeks 

sports fan  

Funny and sweet romance  

seeks a reader who is not afraid to 

take a dare 

Boy21—Matthew Quick 

The Fine Art of Truth or Dare—Melissa 

Jensen 



Horror story seeks reader for  

the ultimate game of survival— 

the zombie apocalypse 

Tender romance where opposites attract 

seeks reader willing to look at both 

sides of a story 

The End Games by T. Michael Martin 

The Difference Between You & Me —

Madeleine George 



Epic Fantasy seeks reader 

for a perilous journey  

to find kidnapped gods 

Alternate history + urban fantasy hybrid 

seeks reader who isn’t afraid of shadows 

Vessel—Sarah Beth Durst 

The Shadow Society —Marie Rutowski 



Noir mystery seeks 

reader interested in  

unraveling a web of 

lies 

Funny paranormal 

seeks reader who  

enjoys boarding 

school hi-jinks 

 

White Cat—Holly Black 

Hex Hall—Rachel Hawkins 



Going Bovine—Libba Bray 

 Quirky, award-winning 
road trip book seeks  

reader who will  
appreciate its dark sense 

of humor (must not be 
afraid of yard gnomes)  

Funny paranormal 

seeks reader who  

enjoys boarding 

school hi-jinks 

 Hex Hall—Rachel Hawkins 



Guy Lanagan, Crime Scene Procrastinator — Josh Berk 

 

Scarlet —A. G. Gaughen  

Feisty retelling seeks a reader 

who wants to hear the truth 

about robbing from the rich to 

feed the poor 

Crime  

mystery with a sense of  

humor seeks  

reader to help solve the case 



Gritty, inspiriting realistic 

novel seeks  reader who  

enjoys heartfelt stories of 

friendship under fire 

Funny paranormal 

seeks reader who  

enjoys boarding 

school hi-jinks 

 

Smart and sophisticated book 

with a rebel heart seeks art  

appreciator willing to fall in 

love in just one night 

Mexican Whiteboy - Matt de la Pena 

Graffiti Moon-Cath Crowley 



   with      a  book! 
Blind   Date 

No Valentine? 

No problem! 

You’ve got a date 

with a great book! 

Just ask, — we’ll play  

match-maker!  

Don’t see anything 

that catches your eye?  
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